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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The Agricultural Produce Agents Council (APAC) has aligned this report with the APAC
annual strategic plan of 2016/2017. This report therefore deals with APAC’s activities as
well as our progress in meeting the objectives published in our strategic plan.

SECTION ONE
HIGHLIGHT’S OF 2016/2017 REGULATORY PROGRAMMES AND FUNCTIONS
This section reviews APAC’s key performance and organisational highlights for the
2016/2017 financial year.

SECTION TWO
PERFORMANCE SCORECARD
This section reports on APAC’s performance against the strategic objectives for 2016/2017
set for the three-year business plan.

SECTION THREE
OPERATIONAL REVIEW
This section examines the operational activities in line with the strategic objectives for
2016/2017 and reports on APAC’s additional activities and initiatives for the financial
year.

SECTION FOUR
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
This section describes APAC’s governance and governing bodies in terms of their functions,
objectives and achievements. Section four also details any changes and proposed changes to current legislation and rules.

SECTION FIVE
FINANCIALS
This section reports on the financial standing of the Council and fidelity fund for the year
ending 31 March 2017.
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CORPORATE PROFILE
APAC was established in 1993 in terms of the Agricultural Produce Agents Act, Act 12
of 1992 (the Act). Our mandate is to regulate certain activities of fresh produce agents,
export agents and livestock agents as well as to promote and enhance the occupation.

OUR OBJECTIVE
To regulate the occupations of fresh produce, export and livestock agents and to maintain
and enhance the status and dignity of those occupations and the integrity of people
practising those occupations.

OUR VISION
To be an innovative, supportive, proactive and responsive regulatory body.

OUR MISSION
We strive to effectively and efficiently regulate the occupations of fresh produce, export
and livestock agents in order to:
• fulfil our mandate as prescribed by the Agricultural Produce Agents Act
• protect the principal against dishonest practices
• uphold our responsibility to maintain and enhance the occupations of fresh produce,
export and livestock agents
• position APAC to effectively contribute to the development and transformation of the
agricultural sector.

OUR VALUES
• Fairness: We will act with objectivity, empathy, integrity, prudence and transparency
• Attitude: We will be an ambitious, professional, passionate, supportive, reliable and
dedicated workforce
• Drive: We will be driven to deliver our objectives defined by the Agricultural Produce
Agents Act
• Flexibility: We will remain open to change and innovation

2017 ANNUAL REPORT / APAC
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MESSAGE FROM THE
CHAIRMAN
It has been an honour to serve APAC for 7 years. This service to our community of
stakeholders was, and still is, a pleasure due to the professionalism and dedication of the
APAC team. On behalf of Council, I extend my sincere appreciation for the excellent work
done by the small staff complement at the office at Benvista Park, Boksburg. Not only are
the core functions of maintaining high standards for the occupation of agents upheld, but
the fidelity fund has been protected and has grown to serve its purpose: to protect farmers
delivering their products to the fresh produce markets against fraud.

Appreciations
We appreciate and commend the pro-active and committed performance of their duties by
the Registrar, Ms Lizel Pretorius; the Deputy Registrar, Ms Stephanie Nel and the dedicated
APAC team.
I would also like to thank all the agents and registered sales people who uphold the values
of a fiduciary office. This relationship of trust and loyalty has to be nurtured in the interest
of the community we serve. Also, a special word of thanks to Council members for their
valued time and attention to the matters of APAC and the industry.
As Chairperson of Council, I have done extensive research about the agency system of
trading, the essence of which I would like to again share in this year’s report. I have
updated figures to reflect the dynamic nature of our industry as well as added comments
about the investigations completed by the Competition Commission.

Update of APAC’s role
The Agricultural Produce Agents Council (APAC) has been in existence in its present form
since the promulgation of Act No 12 of 1992. The purpose of the Act is to regulate the
occupations of sales commission agents in the fresh produce, export and livestock industries
and to maintain their status and dignity.
APAC continues to play a crucial role in South Africa as a regulating body to maintain
the agency system of trading in the industries mentioned. The value of this effective,
transparent, enabling and synergistic system of aggregation in a developmental state
that is also undergoing substantial transformational change can best be explained by the
impact it has on Southern African society.

The market system enables competitiveness
South Africa is a food secure country with food prices that are of the lowest in the world.
This is significant in a country with a per capita income of R12 446.37 (GDP per capita
PPP June 2016) or R6 086.00 (GDP per capita June 2016).
The market system in South Africa, within which agents’ function, can be credited for the fact
that prices are discovered by the transparent interaction of supply and demand in a free
relationship between producers, agents and buyers who share the same goal of serving
the consumer. This system enables large and small producers to have access to markets,
whether domestic regional fresh produce markets, metropole fresh produce markets or the
export market. The agents serve as efficient aggregators of market forces from the supply
and demand side. Even a weak market signal of supply or demand can be translated into
a price.
Farmers in South Africa are spared the frustration of producing products with weak or no
demand and low prices as is happening in many parts of the world dominated by bilateral
2017 ANNUAL REPORT / APAC
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agreements or contract markets at wholesale or
retail level. To the credit of the agency system of
selling, continuity of supply of products in South
Africa is enabled by the price signal which drives
rational behaviour by producers, buyers and their
customers, the consumer, reacting to the market
forces. This has enabled the South African farming
sector to be competitive in world terms. This supply
only gets disrupted from time to time by extreme and
damaging weather.
Consumers can rely on the steady supply of
products they need and that they are willing to pay
for, facilitated by the activities of interactive agents
conveying the demand to producers. The number
of Southern African neighbours active on the
national fresh produce markets to procure fruit and
vegetables for their countries is proof of the value
created in terms of mass supply of product by the
undistorted fresh produce market in South Africa.

The Competition Commission’s raid
on fresh produce markets agents
The raid by the Competition Commission on the
premises of fresh produce agents arose after
the Commission presented alleged evidence of
wrongdoing to a court of law. The Commission
sought to obtain a search warrant after the
Department of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries
(DAFF) laid complaints.
The pre-dawn raid on the premises of the targeted
parties was followed by an effort to gather evidence.
The outcome of the actions of the Competition
Commission should not be prejudged. Rather, we
must allow the law to take its course.
The sales environment in South Africa is very
competitive as it is enabled by the sales commission
system. The agency system of sales is not under
siege. Only behaviour that can be classified as
uncompetitive is under scrutiny and that goes
beyond market agents. This test might in the end be
a blessing for the occupation in the sense that the
debate can shed light on the value that it adds to
our society.

A transparent system encourages
synergism and mutualism
The original reason for establishing the commission
based sales system was the need for a market that
aggregates produce from scattered rural origins in
reply to the demand for those products that are more
concentrated. Farmers with little or no knowledge of
the market dynamics of a city or town are enabled
by this system to have a professional entity not only
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aggregating but also acting on their behalf to sell their produce.
This system has evolved to a synergistic and mutualistic relationship
between farmers, agents, buyers and the relevant authorities.
It is important to accentuate that the mutualistic nature of the
agency system requires transparency in the value channel. This
is to enable an equitable transfer mechanism of produce from
producers to buyers that also balances the bargaining power of
the trading parties. The alternative to this is a bilateral contract
business that is by nature closed and confidential and can easily
distort market power in the purchaser’s favour given the relative
economic power of the contracting parties.

Legal environment in which APAC works
The agency system has evolved over time into an interdependent
network where produce is traded according to laws, bylaws and
rules. The laws are promulgated by national government and
regulate the commission agent’s occupation and functions together
with the rules laid down by APAC. By-laws are promulgated by
municipalities and regulate the fresh produce markets within a
municipal area. Agents and sales people have to register with
APAC to be able to trade as commission agents regionally,
nationally or internationally. Market agents might also have to
register on specific markets to be able to operate as an agency.
Market agents are represented by the Institute of Market Agents
of South Africa (IMASA). Export agents are represented by
the Fruit Exporters Forum (FPEF). The livestock auctioneers are
represented by the South African Federation of Livestock Agents
(SAFLA). The fresh produce markets are represented by the South
African Union of Food Markets (SAUFM).
Council members are appointed, as prescribed by the Act,
from designated groups, by the Minister of Agriculture through
the office of the Director (Marketing) of the DAFF. The Registrar
and Deputy-Registrar are ex officio members of Council and are
appointed by Council in consultation with the Minister.
The relationship formed in this domain is a fiduciary duty
towards the producer. The producer or principal, in a position of
vulnerability, vests confidence, good faith, reliance and trust in
the agent and relevant authority. Their duty and specifically the
agent’s duty in terms of the APAC Act, should be one of utmost
trust and loyalty towards the principal. A fiduciary duty is the
highest standard of care at either equity or law. It is expected
to be such that there must be no conflict of interest between the
agent and the principal and the agent must not profit from the
principal.
The sales commission system functions on the basis of produce
supplied on consignment to the agent and the agent’s salesperson.
The produce is then sold to the highest bidder and the agent and
salesperson earn their income as an ad valorem commission. The
remainder of the proceeds have to be paid over to the producer
or principal. By agreement costs can be deducted from proceeds.
The stock on hand or proceeds of stock sold is part of the trust
account of the producer and should always be balanced and
accounted for.

The Registrar is accountable to Council and responsible for
the implementation of policy, rules and the codes of conduct
determined by Council in accordance with the Act. Functions
include administration, registration of agents, keeping records
of account, inspections and investigations into affairs of agents,
the institution and conducting of disciplinary hearings and other
procedures pertaining to agents.

Extent of agencies and value of industry
There are 94 fresh produce agencies registered on the 22 national
fresh produce markets and private markets in South Africa. These
market agencies employ 1265 registered sales personnel and
traded 3,180,430 tons with a value of R16,1bn for the year
2016/17.
The livestock industry has 65 registered agencies facilitating trade
to the value of R42,5bn segmented into beef R30,6bn, sheep
R6,6bn and pigs R5,3bn for the same period. 95 export agents
registered with APAC traded in excess of R30,2bn produce in
2016/17.

Highlights of 2016/2017
• Council continued to support the Registrar and the APAC team
to perform its regulatory duties. Council and executive council
meetings are held regularly.
• The Registrar and her team maintained a functionally efficient
organisation.
• Agents and sales personnel registrations are kept and updated.
• The rules for all three categories of agents were revisited and
that of export agents are receiving special attention in turn.
• Financial and trust account audits, stock audits and compliance
audits were conducted. Disciplinary actions were taken and
managed.
• Ad Hoc Committee interviews were held regarding registration
of challenged registration applications.
• APAC’s EXCO supported Council’s objectives with valuable
contributions by the:
- Remuneration and Audit Committee Chairperson:
		 Mr Anton Vos
- Livestock Agents Chairperson: Mr Willie Clack
- Market Agents Chairperson: Mr Anton Vos
- Export Agents Chairperson: Mr Nico van Staden
- Transformation Committee Chairperson: Ms Theresa
		Fredericks
My best wishes for all the office bearers of this institution. May
the community we serve be enhanced and anchored by the
principled work done now and in the future by the APAC Council,
the members of staff, the sales commission agents and the DAFF to
regulate the occupations of sales commission agents in the fresh
produce, export and livestock industries and to maintain their
status and dignity.
Mr Tommie van Zyl
CHAIRPERSON: APAC
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MESSAGE FROM THE
REGISTRAR
It gives me great pleasure to present APAC’s Annual Report for the financial year ended 31
March 2017 to the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. This report provides
a comprehensive overview of the work we performed as well as the audited financial
statements.
The changing global and domestic environment has influenced the way we perform our
regulatory activities, as well as highlighted what we need to change to ensure efficient and
responsive regulations that protect our agricultural producers.
To effect these changes, on 4 December 2016 Council redefined our focus areas according
to a three-year strategic map. These are to:
• continue with existing regulatory activities
• identify and propose Act and Rules amendments
• Increase APAC’s geographical footprint
• develop and implement communication and awareness strategies, and
• maintain prudent financial management practices.
The focus areas are discussed in more detail in Section 3 of this report.
We eagerly await the outcome of the Competition Commission’s investigation into fresh
produce agents’ sales practices, as this may shed light on whether further changes in our
current processes or legislation are required to better safeguard producers and consumers.
Overall, we performed well during the year, achieving our strategic objectives and
legislative mandate. This would have not been possible without the dedication and
commitment from our Chairperson, Mr Tommie van Zyl, the Executive Committee, Council,
the Directorate Marketing at DAFF and APAC’s employees.
Mrs L Pretorius
REGISTRAR: APAC
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1
SECTION ONE
Highlights of 2016/2017
regulatory functions and
programmes
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1. PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

Fidelity fund growth from R23 million in 2011 to R32 million in 2017

R2 million in additional legal fees income generated over 4 years
23rd year of a No Audit Qualification report

Estimated R300’000 saved in free marketing/awareness exposure
Ex gratia payments to producers amounting to R1’368’788 due to our investigations

Total sales by agents R65.7 billion
Work undertaken by staff complement of 5

Trust
reconciliations

Audit
reports

Stock
audits

Compliance
audits

1’200 reviewed

94 % unqualified audits

R4.8 million

115 conducted

208 reviewed

units counted

Draft amended Rules for livestock agents and export agents submitted to DAFF

Creation of a system archive facility to safeguard records of agents for 3 years
94 registered fresh produce agencies of which 4 new BEE Agencies registered in 2016

1’265 regulated fresh produce agents
Online training portal – available 24/7/365

Agent jailed for 5 years, suspended to community service
Over 55 small-scale farmers trained

2017 ANNUAL REPORT / APAC
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2
SECTION TWO

PERFORMANCE SCORECARD

Performance measured gainst the
strategic objectives for 2016/2017 set
during the three-year business plan
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2. PERFORMANCE SCORECARD
2.1 REALISING OUR VISION
The primary mandate of APAC is to regulate the agent occupation and to uphold and maintain the occupation. This is achieved through
activities prescribed by the Act as well as additional proactive activities.
Our mandate is to be a responsive regulator that protects farmers who entrust their fresh produce, livestock, game and money to agents.
It also contributes towards enhancing the ethics and professionalism of the agent occupation.

APAC is governed in terms of

The Agricultural
Produce Agents Act
The Constitution

The Rules for fresh
produce, export and
livestock agents

How APAC interprets our mandate

To effectively regulate
fresh produce, export
and livestock agents

To enhance and
maintain the agent
occupation

How we achieve our mandate

Performing activities
prescribed by the Act
and the Rules

Identifying and
implementing new
activities to ensure we
act proactively
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2.2 STRATEGIC PILLARS
On 4 December 2016, Council held a workshop to prioritise our strategic objectives for the next three years. Council reiterated that
APAC’s core mandate remains to effectively regulate the agent occupation, which trades in excess of R65 billion annually, taking into
consideration legislative limitations which we hope to resolve in the future.

Our 3-year strategy is centered on 5 strategic focus areas:

1

Continue with existing regulatory activities

2

Identify and propose Act and
Rule amendments

3

Develop and implement a communication
and awareness strategy

4

Maintain prudent
financial management
practices

5

Increase APAC’s
geographical
footprint

2.3 PERFORMANCE AGAINST OUR STRATEGIES
The table below reflects the 5 strategic focus areas, the high-level activities to be performed and the achievement status for the
2016/2017 financial year. (See section 3 of the report for more detail.)
The scale below indicates whether a particular strategic and operational objective has been achieved, partially achieved or not
achieved.

INDICATOR

OPERATIONAL OUTCOME
Not achieved
Partially achieved
Fully achieved or exceeded
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Strategic
objective

1

Continue with
existing regulatory
activities

2

Identify and recommend proposed
amendments to the
Act and the rules

3

Develop and
implement a
communication
and awareness
strategy

4

Maintain prudent
financial management practices

5

Increase APAC’s
geographical
footprint

Achievement
status

Activities
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

Page
number
in part 3
of report

Registering agencies and sales personnel
Evaluating disqualified applications
Approving deregistration applications
Reviewing trust reconciliations and audit reports
Performing compliance audits
Performing stock audits
Conducting investigations and taking legal or disciplinary action
Providing regulatory training
Driving systematic transformation initiatives

Identify and draft recommended amendments for consideration by the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF).

Create a communication and awareness strategy by:
3.1 Educating farmers about the legal responsibilities of agents, and
encouraging farmers to report irregularities promptly to mitigate claims
against the fidelity fund.
3.2 Making farmers aware of their own responsibility to manage and
monitor their own financial risk, as they are also responsible for the
preservation of the fidelity fund.
3.3 Engaging with industry stakeholders to create awareness of the benefits
of using the aggregated services of registered agents operating within
the regulatory environment.
3.4 Producing articles and doing presentations at farmers’ days that warn
producers of the risks of doing business with unregistered agents.
3.5 Distributing an annual report on registered and deregistered agencies
and sales personnel to markets and industry stakeholders.
3.6 Exhibiting at career fairs to promote entrepreneurial opportunities in the
agent occupation.
4.1 Managing debt to reduce target to less than 7% irrecoverable debt.
4.2 In conjunction with the Institute of Market Agents South Africa (IMASA),
reviewing the maximum fidelity fund contribution amount in order to
grow the capital within the next 6 years to the recommended
R40 million.
4.3 Reviewing, and where needed, increasing fresh produce agents’
guarantees as this helps to not use the fidelity fund for expenses related
to investigations, disciplinary hearings and paying farmers’ claims.
4.4 Obtaining the best interest rates for investing the fidelity fund’s capital.
4.5 Increasing the value we receive on current fidelity fund expenses, such
as scheduling disciplinary hearings within the same day or week to save
on the costs of tribunal members and renegotiating the cost of out
sourced suppliers.
5.1 Increasing the number of preventive activities performed by APAC, such
as stock audits and compliance audits.
5.2 Strengthening the relationship with agents and market personnel by
making an APAC staff member available to provide guidance on
legislative aspects.
5.3 Easing the process of identifying and educating producers on the
legislative aspects agents have to fulfil.
2017 ANNUAL REPORT / APAC
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3
SECTION THREE
OPERATIONAL REVIEW

Operational activities performed in
line with the strategic objectives for
2016/2017 and additional activities
and initiatives implemented
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3. OPERATIONAL REVIEW
Section 10 of the Agricultural Produce Agents Act sets out certain regulatory activities that APAC must perform. We also undertake
certain additional activities to proactively monitor and mitigate farmers’ risks.
APAC depends on internal and external stakeholders to effectively perform their activities and responsibilities. The diagram below
reflects the stakeholders, activities and the risks or responsibilities these place on APAC.

Internal & external
stakeholders

Activities

APAC risk /
responsibilities

Agents

Compliance with the Act

Reliance on APAC

Market management

and the rules

to perform market

Institute of Market Agents

Conducting daily stock

responsibilities, such as

South Africa (IMASA)

audits

stock audits

Fresh Produce Exporters

Trust account management

Increased investigations

Forum (FPEF)

Enforcement of bylaws

and consequent legal

South Africa Federation of

Updating of bylaws

expenses

Livestock Agents (SAFLA)

Implementing the Codes

Financial exposure for

Producers

of Best Practice

producers

Producer organisations

Implementing standard

Fidelity fund over exposed

Local government

operating procedures
Maintenance of IT
software and hardware
Verifying system reports to
monitor sold and unsold
produce

The report below provides insight into the activities APAC performed in accordance with year 1 of our 3-year strategy.

3.1 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE ONE – CONTINUE WITH EXISTING REGULATORY
ACTIVITIES
3.1.1 REGISTERING AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Section 16 of the Act prescribes that no person may directly or indirectly act as an agent unless they are the holder of a valid APAC
fidelity fund or registration certificate. Each fresh produce agency is issued with a fidelity fund certificate, and livestock and export
agencies are issued with registration certificates.
New applicants who want to register as sales persons or agents must first enrol and pass the online training before they can be issued
with a probationary conditional fidelity fund certificate. The probation requires that they work under a mentor for 12 months’ minimum.
After the 12 months, the appointed mentor must sign off on the individual’s knowledge and skills as a fresh produce agent, after which
a permanent fidelity fund certificate is issued.
2017 ANNUAL REPORT / APAC
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The table below shows the number of fidelity fund and registration certificates issued to fresh produce agencies between 2013 and
2017.

FIDELITY FUND
CERTIFICATES

Financial
Year

REGISTRATION CERTIFICATES

Fresh Produce Agencies
Registered

Fresh Produce Agents
New

Transfers*

Livestock Agents

Export Agents

2013/2014

2

71

26

2

5

2014/2015

6

100

44

35

2

2015/2016

3

85

24

18

3

2016/2017

4

104

20

8

10

*Transfers are where registered fresh produce agents resigns from one agency to start working at another agency.

REGISTRATION CERTIFICATES

Financial
Year

Livestock Agents

Export Agents

2013/2014

2

5

2014/2015

35

2

2015/2016

18

3

2016/2017

8

10

The information for new fresh produce agents registered during the period under review can be further examined according to gender,
race and age.

Gender
18%

Agents per age category
82%
61 and older

male

female

Race

51 - 60
41 - 50
31 - 40

23%
68%

African

24

20 - 30

9%
0

Indian

White
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20

30

40

50

3.1.2 MENTORSHIP OF NEW AGENCIES
In 2015, we began a mentorship programme to help owners of new agencies in their first year learn the ropes, so that they can
successfully sustain their businesses.
When a new owner wants to open an agency, they must first meet with the Registrar of APAC. At the meeting, which is compulsory, the
potential owner must submit a comprehensive business plan which outlines at a minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The agency structure and value systems (roles and responsibilities of management, vision, mission and values and agency
philosophy);
Details of nominated mentor;
Capital availability and projected cash flow for 12 months;
A marketing plan;
Details of trust and business accounting operations (involving general reporting and accounting functions, APAC reporting and
financial reporting);
Human resource management (focusing on legislation, appointment processes, human capital development and handling
irregularities);
Information technology (specifically the market IT system and the flow of information into the above noted areas).

APAC provides guidance in some of the areas mentioned above, but does not necessarily perform or assist in the full activity, for
example human resource management. We provide a much more detailed training programme for activities such as a trust account
reconciliation learning day, a review of trading operations as well as monthly site visit meetings. The monthly site visits are also an
opportunity to address questions the owners might have regarding the Act and Rules.
The mentorship initiative is bearing fruit, with more agencies succeeding after the first year and becoming profitable.

3.1.3 DEREGISTERED AGENCIES
During the period under review, Council approved the deregistration of 11 fresh produce agencies, 6 livestock agencies and 4 export
agencies, making 20 in total. The names are listed below:
Fresh Produce Agencies
1. Wiese & Dumont Ltd T/A Boere Mark Market Agency
2. Botha Roodt Springs CC T/A Botha Roodt Springs Market Agency
3. Botha Roodt Vereeniging (PTY) Ltd T/A Botha Roodt Vereeniging Market Agency
4. Butterworth Produce Market CC T/A Butterworth Fresh Produce Market
5. Fox & Brink Distribution (Ltd) T/A Fox & Brink Distribution Centre Agency
6. Fox & Brink (Pty) Ltd T/A Fox & Brink Market Agency
7. G & G Fresh Produce CC T/A G&G Market Agency
8. Durban Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A John Bell & Co Market Agency
9. NAK Market Agents CC T/A NAK Market Agency
10. Samuels and Sons Fruit and Veg CC T/A Samuels & Sons Market Agency
11. WP Markagentskap (Pty) Ltd T/A WP Market Agency
Export Agencies
12. Van Doorn South Africa (Pty) Ltd T/A Van Doorn South Africa
13. The Fruitman (Pty) Ltd T/A The Fruitman
14. Mardell Agencies (Pty) Ltd T/A Delmar Direct Marketing
15. Cosmo Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A Cosmo Fruit
Livestock Agencies
16. Vee Een Lewende Hawe (Pty) Ltd T/A Vee Een Lewende Hawe
17. BRP Livestock CC T/A BRP Livestock
18. Vanboden (Pty) Ltd T/A Vanboden Wildlife Traders
19. Tollies Wildlife Services (Pty) Ltd T/A Tollies Wildlife Services
20. WNCL Boerdery CC T/A Leon Vos & Seuns Game Traders
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It should be indicated that more requests for deregistrations were received, than are reflected in the above list. We believe this is mostly
due to agencies not wanting to pay their annual fees. To combat this, we developed a form this year in which directors of agencies must
confirm certain aspects in writing, such as that they are not trading on behalf of producers. They must also sign off a declaration which
states that false information may lead to prosecution and on first conviction a possible two-year imprisonment. Most agencies withdraw
their request to deregister when faced with having to sign this form.
The graph below reflects the reasons for the deregistration.

Reason for deregistration
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Agencies closed
by the Owner

Agencies
bought by
another agency

Agency
liquidated

Agencies closed
by APAC

Other

Other – where agencies were still in the industry but no longer acting as agents.

3.1.4 DISQUALIFIED REGISTRATIONS
The Ad Hoc Committee was established for the purpose of considering granting temporary conditional registration certificates to
previously disqualified applications in terms of Section 16 of the Act.
As new members were appointed to the committee during this financial year, the Ad Hoc Committee met with the Chairperson of the
disciplinary tribunal, Senior Advocate S Wagenaar on 12 April 2016 to discuss the current process regarding disqualified applications.
The meeting confirmed that:
o committee members must not have any conflict of interest pertaining to the application at hand
o The provisions of the Bill of Rights in the Constitution are paramount
o The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act (PAJA) regarding the fairness of the process must be followed
o In difficult cases, a legal person may form part of the committee, on the understanding that the tribunal is an interview, not a cross
examination.
Of the 3 applicants applying for a review of their disqualification, the committee issued 2 applicants with temporary conditional
registration certificates.
What emerged from these applications is the need to institute disciplinary action against owners of agencies who appoint agents
without legally registering the agent with APAC first. The onus is on the owners to make sure their agents are legally registered. The
current situation is that the agent is penalised; but not the owner. In future disciplinary action will also be taken against the owner.
The issuing of temporary conditional registration certificates has proved to be an effective method of rehabilitating individuals who have
previously been found guilty of misconduct, either due to their circumstances or lack of knowledge and experience.
Four agents who fulfilled the requirements of their conditional certificates were issued with permanent certificates. They expressed their
appreciation for this process and how it has helped them to fulfil their fiduciary duties.
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3.1.5 FRESH PRODUCE: REGISTERED AGENTS AND AGENCIES
Currently APAC has 1’265 registered directors and sales people in the fresh produce industry. Compared to the previous year (1’029),
236 more agents were employed. The total includes both owners and active sales persons (agents) but excludes for the purposes of this
report any shareholders of agencies. The table below compares the numbers of directors and sales people in 2016 and 2017.

Position

Male

Female

White

1

Black1

White

Black1

2016

2017

2016

2017

2016

2017

2016

2017

Directors

211

212

25

37

16

10

8

13

Sales persons

425

574

226

316

69

71

38

32

Total:

636

786

251

353

85

81

46

45

The term Black used in the table above refers to the following race groups: African, Indian Coloured.

FRESH PRODUCE MARKETS

APAC

MOOKETSI
FPM

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
AGENTS COUNCIL

TSHWANE
FPM
SPRINGS
FPM
KLERKSDORP
FPM

JOBURG
FPM

VEREENIGING
FPM

WITBANK
FPM
NELSPRUIT
MUNICIPALITY

NELSPRUIT
FPM

WELKOM
FPM

KIMBERLEY
FPM

BLOEMFONTEIN
FPM
PIETERMARITZBURG
FPM
DURBAN
FPM

KING WILLIAM’S
TOWN FPM

KEI FRESH
FPM

EAST LONDON
FPM

PORT ELIZABETH
FPM
NOORDEINDE
FPM

CAPE TOWN
FPM

GEORGE
FPM

FPM - FRESH PRODUCE MARKET

EPPING
MUNICIPALITY
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During the period under review, all new agencies and sales persons were issued with ID cards to ensure they are easily identifiable to
producers as registered APAC agents.
The table below contains all the agencies registered with APAC.

FRESH PRODUCE AGENCIES
1

Flash Bright Trade (Pty) Ltd T/A AA Market Agency

2

African Market Agency Trust T/A African Market Agency

3

Algoabaai Markagente CC T/A Algoabaai Market Agency

4

AM Meyer Markagente (Pty) Ltd T/A AM Meyer Market
Agency

5

Bloemfontein Algemene Markagentskappe (Pty) Ltd T/A
Bloemfontein General Market Agency

6

Boland Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Boland Market Agency

7

Border Farmers Market Agency Pty Ltd T/A Border Farmers
Market Agency

8

Texwal Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Botha & Roodt Welkom
Market Agency

9

Extobuzz (Pty) Ltd T/A Botha Roodt Johannesburg Market
Agency

10

Botha Roodt Pretoria (Pty) Ltd T/A Botha Roodt Pretoria Market
Agency

11

Cape Market Agents CC T/A Cape Market Agency

12

Teriplex ((Pty) Ltd T/A CA-TU Fresh Market Agency

13

Citifresh Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Citifresh Market Agency

14

City Deep Waatlemoen Paneel (Pty) Ltd T/A City Deep
Waatlemoen Market Agency

15

C L de Villiers (Pty) Ltd T/A CL de Villiers Market Agency

16

Core Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A Core Fruit Market Agency

17

Dapper Agencies (Pty) Ltd T/A Dapper Market Agency

18

Pamish Investments No.17 (Pty) Ltd T/A Delta Market Agency

19

Du Plessis & Wolmarans Transvaal (Pty) Ltd T/A Du Plessis &
Wolmarans Market Agency

20

DW Fresh Produce Johannesburg (Pty) Ltd T/A DW Fresh
Johannesburg Produce Market Agency

21

DW Fresh Produce (Pty) Ltd T/A DW Fresh Tshwane Produce
Market Agency

22

Egoly Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Egoly Johannesburg Market
Agency

23

Egoly Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Egoly Tshwane Market
Agency

24

Exec-U-Fruit Market Agents CC T/A Exec-U-Fruit Market
Agency

25

Farm Fresh Direct (Pty) Ltd T/A Farm Fresh Direct Agency

26

Nectarine Trading 4 (Pty) Ltd T/A Farmers Direct Market
Agency

27

Boere Trust CC T/A Farmers Trust Market Agency

28

Federated Farmers (Pty) Ltd T/A Federated Farmers Agency

29

Fine Bros (Pty) Ltd T/A Fine Bros Market Agency

30

Fresh Way Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Fresh Way Market
Agency

31

Fruitways Marketing (Pty) Ltd T/A Fruitways Market Agency

32

G W Poole (Pty) Ltd T/A G W Poole Market Agency

33

Garden Route Fresh Express CC T/A Garden Route Fresh
Express Market Agency

34

Garfield Market Agents CC T/A Garfield Market Agency

35

Maverick Trading 1376 CC T/A George National Fresh
Produce Market Agency

36

Gouws & Co. Produce (Pty)Ltd T/A Gouws & Co Market
Agency

37

Extobuzz (Pty) Ltd T/A Green Network Market Agency

38

Hanly Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Hanly Market Agency

39

Impala Marketagente (Pty) Ltd T/A Impala Market Agency

40

J Frances & Sons Klerksdorp (Pty) Ltd T/A J Frances & Son
Market Agency

41

Kimberley - Varsprodukte Agentskap (Pty) Ltd T/A Kimberley
Fresh Produce Market Agency

42

King Market Trust T/A King Williams Town Market Agency

43

Westside Trading 380 (Pty) Ltd T/A Laeveld Nelspruit Market
Agency

44

Westside Trading 380 (Pty) Ltd T/A Laeveld Somerset Market
Agency

45

Isinda 105 (Pty) Ltd T/A Lansdell Market Agency

46

Extobuzz (Pty) Ltd T/A Marco Market Agency

47

Panmure Marketing Trust T/A Martin & Scheepers Market
Agency

48

Matla Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Matla Market Agency
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49

Matlosana Market Agents CC T/A Matlosana Market Agency

50

Turbot Investment CC T/A Metro Market Agency

51

Modise Market Agency Trust T/A Modise Market Agency

52

Multiflora (Pty) Ltd T/A Multiflora Market Agency

53

Nkosi Market Trading Trust T/A Natalia Market Agency

54

Joxiforce (Pty) Ltd T/A Nelspruit Market Agency

55

New Africa Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A New Africa Market

56

Fewmore Trading CC T/A Nkosi Market Agency

58

Bay City Trading 37 CC T/A Noordvaal Market Agency

60

One Boom Business Trading CC T/A Peter & Company Market

Agency
57

Noordeinde Vars Produktemark CC T/A Noordeinde Market
Agency

59

Texsouth Market Agents CC T/A Opkoms Market Agency

Agency
61

Wian Bemarkingsagente CC T/A Port Natal Market Agency

62

Prinsloo en Venter (N-TVL) (Pty) LtdT/A Prinsloo & Venter
Market Agency

63

Pula Nala Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Pula Nala Market

64

Agency
65

Agency

Interaction Market Services Free State (Pty) Ltd T/A RSA

66

Bloemfontein Market Agency
67

Interaction Market Services Coastlands (Pty) Ltd T/A RSA

68

Interaction Market Services Limpopo (Pty) Ltd T/A RSA

70

Interaction Market Services Tshwane (Pty) Ltd T/A RSA
Tshwane Market Agency

Springs Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Springs Fruit Market

72

Agency
73

Interaction Market Services Johannesburg (Pty) Ltd T/A RSA
Johannesburg Market Agency

Limpopo Market Agency
71

Interaction Market Services Cape Town (Pty) Ltd T/A RSA
Cape Town Market Agency

Coastlands Market Agency
69

Rhoda’s Market Agency CC 2011 T/A Rhoda’s Market

Springs Market Agents (Groente) CC T/A Springs Vegetables
Market Agency

Squires and Sons (Pty) Ltd T/A Squires & Sons Market Agency

74

Subtropico Market Agents Bloemfontein (Pty) Ltd T/A
Subtropico Bloemfontein Market Agency

75

Spes Bona Market Agency (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico Cape

76

Town/ Spes Bona Market Agency
77

Subtropico

Johannesburg

(Pty)

East London Market Agency
Ltd

T/A

Subtropico

78

Johannesburg Market Agency
79

Subtropico Vrugte Market (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico Klerksdorp
Subtropico Vrugte Market Agents Springs (Pty) Ltd T/A

80

Subtropico Market Agents Vereeniging (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico

82

Subtropico Markagente (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico Witbank

Protea Markert Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico Tshwane/
Protea Market Agency

84

Vereeniging Market Agency
85

Subtropico Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico
Pietermaritzburg Market Agency

Subtropico Springs Market Agency
83

Subtropico Market Agents Kimberley (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico
Kimberly Market Agency

Market Agency
81

Subtropico Market Agents East London (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico

Subtropico Market Agents Welkom (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico
Welkom Market Agency

86

Tambuko Trading (Pty) Ltd T/A Swartberg Market Agency

88

Tshwane Micro Enterpreneurs League Projects Co-operative

Market Agency
87

Fruitfin CC T/A Target Market Agency

Limited T/A Tshwane Green Fresh Produce Agency
88

Vrystaat Markagentskap BK T/A Vrystaat Market Agency

89

W. Finlayson & Co (Pty) Ltd T/A W Finlayson & Co Market
Agency

90

W.L. Ochse & Kie (Klerksdorp) PTY) Ltd T/A W.L. Ochse & Co

91

Deals-4U Thirty-One CC T/A Waspe Market Agency

93

Wenpro Markagente PTY) Ltd T/A Wenpro Johannesburg

Market Agency
92

Wenpro (Kwazulu Natal) PTY) Ltd T/A Wenpro Durban
Market Agency

94

Market Agency

Sweet Dreams Trading 42 CC T/A Witbank Market Agency
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EXPORT AGENCIES
1

4U2Do (Pty) Ltd T/A 4U2Do

2

Afrifresh Group (Pty) Ltd T/A Afrifresh Group

3

Afrupro Exporters (Pty) Ltd T/A Afrupro Exporters

4

AMC Fruit RSA (Pty) Ltd T/A AMC Fruit South Africa

5

Bell Ceres (Pty) Ltd T/A Bell Ceres

6

Berryworld SA (Pty) Ltd T/A Berryworld SA

7

Bet-El Fruits (Pty) Ltd T/A Bet-El Fruits

8

Bonaire Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A Bonaire Fruit

9

Bonfrut (Pty) Ltd T/A Bonfrut

10

Bono Farm Management (Pty) Ltd T/A Bono Farm
Management

11

C Tabanelli Export (Pty) Ltd T/A C Tabanelli Export

12

Caesar Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A Caesar Fruit

13

Cape Citrus (Pty) Ltd T/A Cape Citrus

14

Cape Five (Pty) Ltd T/A Cape Five

15

Capespan South Africa (Pty) Ltd T/A Capespan South Africa

15

Class A Trading 153 (Pty) Ltd T/A Seven Seas

16

Core Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A Core Fruit

18

De Keur Marketing (Pty) Ltd T/A De Kueur Marketing

19

Delecta Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A Delecta Fruit

20

Dimpho Fruit CC T/A Impala Citrus

21

Dole SA (Pty) Ltd T/A Dole SA

22

Du Toit Agri (Pty) Ltd T/A Du Toit Vrugte

23

Elgin Orchards (Pty) Ltd T/A Elgin Orchards

24

Epic Fruit Exporters (Pty) Ltd T/A Epic Fruit Exporters

25

EXSA (Pty) Ltd T/A EXSA

26

Favourite Fresh Export (Pty) Ltd T/A Favourite Fresh Export

27

Fedfa Export (Pty) Ltd T/A Fedfa Export

28

Fivestar Producers (Pty) Ltd T/A Fivestar Producers

29

Franschhoek Marketing (Pty) Ltd T/A Franschhoek Marketing

30

FreshCap Marketing (Pty) Ltd T/A FreshCap Marketing

31

Freshgro Citrus Growers (Pty) Ltd T/A Freshgro Citrus
Growers

32

Freshworld (Pty) Ltd T/A Freshworld

33

Fruit Dispatch Co. of SA (Pty) Ltd T/A Fruit Dispatch Co. of
SA

34

Fruitone (Pty) Ltd T/A Fruitone

35

Fruitways (Pty) Ltd T/A Fruitways

36

Goede Hoop Vrugte (Pty) Ltd T/A Goede Hoop Vrugte

37

Good Hope Citrus (Pty) Ltd T/A Good Hope Citrus

38

Green Marketing International (Pty) Ltd T/A Green
Marketing International

39

H L Hall & Sons (Group Services) (Pty) Ltd T/A H L Hall &
Sons

40

Hoekstra Fruit Exporters (Pty) Ltd T/A Hoekstra Fruit Expoters

41

In 2 Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A In 2 Fruit

42

In Season Marketing (Pty) Ltd T/A In Seasons Marketing

43

In2Stone (Pty) Ltd T/A In2Stone

44

Independent Fruit Services (Pty) Ltd T/A Independent Fruit
Services

45

Johann Domsw Family Inv. (Pty) Ltd T/A Saratoga Fruit Estate

46

Jo-Rie Products CC T/A Jo-Rie Products

47

K2013/192965/07 South Africa (Pty) Ltd T/A Eletrading

48

Kairali CC T/A Karpus Trading

49

Kleine Vogal Valley Q0008 T/A Kleine Vogal Valley
Q0008

50

Komati Fruits (Pty) Ltd T/A Komati Fruits

51

Kromco (Pty) Ltd T/A Kromco
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52

LGS Exports (Pty) Ltd T/A LGS Exports

53

Lona Citrus (Pty) Ltd T/A Lona Citrus Trading

54

Market Demand Fruits (Pty) Ltd T/A Market Demand Fruits

55

Mimosa Fruit Properties (Pty) Ltd T/A Mimosa Fruit Trading

56

Moreson Trust T/A Moreson Trust

57

Moriah Citrus Estate (Pty) Ltd T/A Moriah Citrus Estate

58

Mouton Citrus (Pty) Ltd T/A Mouton Citrus

59

Niche Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A Niche Fruit

60

Orion Pacific International (Pty) Ltd T/A Orion Pacific
Traders

61

Patensie Sitrus Beperk (Pty) Ltd T/A Patensie Sitrus Beperk

62

Platdrif Vrugte Beleggings (Pty) Ltd T/A Ideafruit Export

63

Premier Fruit Exports (Pty) Ltd T/A Premier Fruit Exports

64

Rainbow Produce Company(Pty)Ltd T/A Rainbow Produce
Company

65

Regent Produce SA (Pty) Ltd T/A Regent Produce SA

66

Ro-Lom Fruit Distributors (Pty) Ltd T/A Ro-Lom Fruit
Distributors

67

RSA International (Pty) Ltd T/A RSA International

68

SA Fruit Promoters (Pty) Ltd T/A Safpro

69

Safe Farm Ventures (Pty) Ltd T/A Safe Farm Ventures

70

Samapro Trading cc T/A Samapro Trading

71

San Miguel Fruit SA (Pty) Ltd T/A San Miguel Fruit SA

72

Sapex Exports (Pty) Ltd T/A Sapex Exports

73

Seaboard International Trading (Pty) Ltd T/A Seaboard
International Trading

74

Southern Cross Marketing & Management Service (Pty) Ltd

75

Southern Fruit Growers (Pty) Ltd T/A Southern Fruit Growers

T/A Southern Cross Marketing & Management Service
76

Star South Fruits (Pty) Ltd T/A Star South Fruits

77

Stems Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A Stems Fruit

78

Suiderland Plase (Pty) Ltd T/A Suiderland Plase

79

Sundays River Citrus Company (Pty) Ltd T/A Sundays River
Citrus Company

80

Sunfare (Pty) Ltd T/A Sunfare

81

Swellen Fruit Packing (Pty) Ltd T/A Swellen Fruit Packing

82

The Cherry Branch (Pty) Ltd T/A The Cherry Branch

83

The Fruit Farm Group South Africa (Pty) Ltd T/A The Fruit
Farm Group South Africa

84

Tru-Cape Fruit Marketing (Pty) Ltd T/A Tru-Cape Fruit

85

The Grape Company (Pty) Ltd T/A The Grape Company

87

Unichoice Produce Direct (Pty) Ltd T/A Unichoice Produce

Marketing
86

Unifrutti South Africa (Pty) Ltd T/A Unifrutti South Africa

Direct
88

Unlimited Fruits (Pty) Ltd T/A Unlimited Fruits

89

United Exports (Pty) Ltd T/A United Exports

90

Vintage Distributors (Pty) Ltd T/A Vintage Distributors

91

Venganix (Pty) Ltd T/A Venganix

92

WP Fresh Distributors (Pty) Ltd T/A WP Fresh Distributors

93

Westfalia Marketing (Pty) Ltd T/A Westfalia Marketing

94

X-Treme International Trade (Pty) Ltd T/A X-Treme

95

Zest Fruit (Pty) Ltd T/A Zest Fruit

International Trade
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LIVESTOCK/GAME AGENCIES
1

24 Wildlife (Pty) Ltd T/A Wildlife 24

2

Aadnesgaard & Melouney CC T/A AAM Agents &
Auctioneers

3

Africa Wildlife Auctions (Pty) Ltd T/A Africa Wildlife Auctions

4

Badenhorst Auctioneers
Auctioneers

5

Andre Kock & Seun Vernou Auctioneers and Properties CC
T/A Andre Kock & Seun Vernou Afslapers en Eiendomsagent

6

BKB (Pty) Ltd T/A BKB Beperk

7

Barco Auctioneers (Pty) Ltd T/A Barco Auctioneers

8

BKB Van Wyk (Pty) Ltd T/A BKB van Wyk

9

BKB Louwid (Pty) Ltd T/A BKB Louwid

10

Bosveld Afslaers Ltd T/A Bosveld Afslaers

11

Boshoff Afslaers T/A Boshoff Afslaers

12

Buying Wild (Pty) Ltd T/A Buying Wild

13

Brandon Leer Auctioneering Trust T/A Brandon Leer
Auctioneering Trust

14

Christoff John Heathcote (Pty) Ltd T/A Wild Game Auction

15

Cape Eastern Livestock T/A Cape Eastern Livestock

16

Copper Moon Trading 423 (Pty) Ltd T/A Rivierview Trading

17

Clive Gardner Auctioneers CC T/A Clive Gardner
Auctioneers

18

Game Auctions Online (Pty) Ltd T/A Game Auctions Online

19

Corne Du Plessis Safaris CC T/A CDP Auctioneers

20

Geo Wild Consult Pty Ltd T/A Geo Wild Consult

21

Gayasafaris CC T/A Gayasafaris CC

22

GWK (Pty) Ltd T/A GWK Limited

23

Go Livestock (Pty) Ltd T/A Go Livestock

24

Vleissentraal Bloemfontein

25

Vleissentraal Bethlehem

26

Jenny Rossouw T/A Wildlife Trading

27

Vleissentraal Bosveld

28

JWPL Boerdery CC T/A Game 4 Sale

29

JS Auctioneers Ltd T/A Swarico Auctioneeers

30

Karoo-Ochse Vryburg (Pty) Ltd T/A Karoo-Ochse Vryburg

31

Karoo Ochse Witbank (Pty) Ltd T/A Karoo Ochse Witbank

32

Land Breeze Trading 617 CC T/A Wikus Wessels
Auctioneers

33

Klein Karoo BK (Pty) Ltd T/A Klein Karoo

34

Marius Laurens T/A Breeders Choice

35

Vleissentraal KZN

36

Vleissentraal Ermelo

37

Mpumalanga Livestock Auctioneers
Mpumalanga Livestock Auctioneers

T/A

38

Oos Vrystaat Bedryf Ltd T/A Oos Vrystaat Kaap Operations

39

Noordkaap Lewendehawe Vryburg CC T/A Noordkaap
Lewendehawe Vryburg CC

40

Pieter Ernst Familie Trust T/A Bona Bona Wildsboerdery

41

Paul Hobson Livestock (Pty) Ltd T/A Paul Hobson Livestock

42

Pionier Auctioneers CC T/A Pionier Auctioneers

43

Pieter Hendrik Visser T/A Nakadima Safari's

44

Riverwalk Trading 130 CC T/A Farmers Livestock Agents

45

Prima Livestock (Pty) Ltd T/A Hobson & Co

46

Rubikon 22 (Pty) Ltd T/A Noordkaap Lewendehawe
Kuruman
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(Pty)

Ltd

(Pty)

Ltd

T/A

Badenhorst

47

Ruan Marx Wildlife (Pty) Ltd T/A Ruan Marx Wildlife

48

S A Livestock Exchange CC T/A S A Livestock Exchange

49

S A Livestock Auctioneers CC T/A S A Livestock Auctioneers

50

Schalk Fourie T/A Houthalersberg Wild

51

Savannah Wildlife Trading (Pty) Ltd T/A Savannah Wildlife
Trading

52

Shatadi Auctioneers and Assets Disposal CC T/A Shatadi
Auctioneers and Assets Disposal

53

Serengeti Game Traders (Pty) Ltd T/A Serengeti Game
Traders

54

Slabbert Verster & Malherbe Cape CC T/A Slabbert
Verster & Malherbe Cape

55

Sheard Auctioneers CC T/A Sheard Auctioneers

56

Tirhani Auctioneers (Pty) Ltd T/A Tirhani Auctioneers

57

Stockfaair Online (Pty) Ltd T/A Stockfaair Online

58

Tomlinson & Wootton (Pty) Ltd T/A Elliot Brothers
Auctioneers

59

Tobie Mybrugh Auctioneers CC T/A Karoo-Ochse

60

Van's Auctioneers Gauteng CC T/A Van’s Auctioneers

61

Vleissentraal (Pty) Ltd

62

We Do Wildlife (Pty) Ltd T/A We Do Wildlife

63

Wes Kaap Livestock Agency (Pty) Ltd T/A Wes Kaap

64

Wildlife Auctions (Pty) Ltd T/A Wildlife Auctions

Livestock Agency
65

Wildswinkel (Pty) Ltd T/A Wildswinkel
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3.1.6 TRUST RECONCILIATION REVIEWS
Section 19 of the Act requires that agencies submit their trust reconciliations within 21 days after month end.

01/2017

02/2017

03/2017

04/2016

05/2016

06/2016

07/2016

08/2016

09/2016

10/2016

11/2016

12/2016

During the period under review 62 of the 96 agencies submitted their trust reconciliations on time or before the prescribed timeframe.
Appreciation goes to the agencies listed below for their full compliance:

AA Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

African Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Algoabaai Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AM Meyer Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Border Farmers Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Botha & Roodt Welkom Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Botha Roodt Johannesburg Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cape Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Citifresh Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

City Deep Waatlemoen Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

CL de Villiers Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Core Fruit Export Agents

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Core Fruit Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Delta Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

DW Fresh Johannesburg Produce Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

DW Fresh Tshwane Produce Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Exec-U-Fruit Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fine Bros Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

G W Poole Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Garden Route Fresh Express Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Gouws & Co Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Green Network Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Impala Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

J Frances & Son Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kimberley Fresh Produce Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

King Williams Town Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Marco Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Martin & Scheepers Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Matla Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Matlosana Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Modise Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Multiflora Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Nelspruit Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

New Africa Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Noordeinde Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Opkoms Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Port Natal Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RSA Bloemfontein Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RSA International

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RSA Cape Town Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RSA Durban Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RSA Johannesburg Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RSA Limpopo Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RSA Tshwane Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Springs Fruit Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Springs Vegetables Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Bloemfontein Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Cape Town/ Spes Bona Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico East London Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Johannesburg Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Kimberly Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Klerksdorp Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Pietermaritzburg Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Springs Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Tshwane/ Protea Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Vereeniging Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Welkom Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Subtropico Witbank Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Vrystaat Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Waspe Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Wenpro Johannesburg Market Agency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Agencies
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Agencies that frequently submit their trust reconciliations late are an ongoing concern.
Samuels and Sons Market Agency’s fidelity fund certificate was withdrawn on 3 March 2017 for failing to submit their trust reconciliation
for three months and their annual audit report. (See disciplinary hearing section of this report for more detail.)
John Bell Market Agency’s fraudulent submission of their monthly trust reconciliations again showed the importance of ensuring that
future submissions are system-generated reconciliations that reflect factual information in order for APAC to timely detect and take action
where there are trust shortages. (See disciplinary hearing section of this report for more detail.)
The development of the system-generated reconciliation portal is in its final stages and will be rolled out systematically from June 2017.
This online platform delivers a host of benefits to APAC and agencies which include:
o Fewer staff resources needed to review reconciliations;
o Less time spent on compliance audits. When the reconciliation is submitted, non-compliance is simultaneously recorded, flagging
matters that may need investigation;
o Faster completions and reconciliations of trust accounts by agencies; and
o Minimising the room for error due to omissions or incorrect calculations.

3.1.7 TRUST ACCOUNT AND RECONCILIATION WORKSHOPS
We continued to provide agencies with copies of our trust account management and reconciliation manual developed last year, and
use it as guideline to train agencies’ bookkeepers and accountants.
During the period under review, 21 agencies received individual training on how to correctly compile their monthly trust reconciliations.
Training will be an ongoing feature of our work as new personnel are appointed.
Repeated training was provided at one particular agency, over a 3-month period and despite our efforts, the trust reconciliations
submitted are still incomplete. As the owner of the agency has neglected his responsibility to attend the previous training sessions, he
was given a final opportunity to attend with his bookkeeper a last training session or face disciplinary action. He has confirmed that he
will attend the training.

3.1.8 AUDIT REPORTS
Rule 33.5 requires that agencies submit an annual and an interim audit report, in accordance with their financial year. We therefore
receive audit reports at different times of the year. These reports are of immense value as the audits are performed by independent
external auditors which provides APAC with a disinterested review of the agencies’ trust accounts.
During the period under review 66 agencies submitted their audit reports on or before the required due date. The table below provides
further insight into audit report submissions.

ANNUAL AUDIT REPORTS
February
2016/2017

June
2016/2017

December
2016/2017

Other1
2016/2017

Number of reports expected

53

11

18

7

Summary of submissions:
• On time submissions
• Late submissions
• Current outstanding submissions

37
16
0

10
0
1

18
0
0

1
0
1

Audit qualifications

1

0

0

0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

APAC intervention to ensure timely reports
1

Agencies with financial year end of March, April, October and September have been grouped under this heading.
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INTERIM AUDIT REPORTS
February
2016/2017

June
2016/2017

December
2016/2017

Other1
2016/2017

Number of reports expected

53

11

18

7

Summary of submissions:
• On time submissions
• Late submissions
• Current outstanding submissions

39
14
0

9
1
1

18
0
0

1
1
5

Audit qualifications

1

0

0

0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

APAC intervention to ensure timely
submission of audit reports
1

Agencies with financial year end of March, April, October and September have been grouped under this heading.

Each year, we review the registration of the 42 audit firms that submit agency audit reports with the Independent Regulatory Board
of Auditors (IRBA). During the period under review, we lodged a formal complaint with IRBA regarding an auditor who submitted an
unqualified audit report while the agency had a trust shortage. We are currently awaiting their feedback.

3.1.9 AUDITORS’ CHECKLIST
The results derived from the auditors’ checklist were positive as no additional areas of concern were noted. We will continue to reevaluate the checklist to see where improvements aimed at receiving better or more informed outcomes can be made.

3.1.10 SPECIAL COMPLIANCE AUDITING PROJECT
APAC considers the annual and interim audit reports by registered auditors as a first level of defence in determining areas of noncompliance relating to full and correct accounting records and appropriate reconciliations of the trust accounts. The annual and interim
audit reports also assist with timely detecting and mitigating fidelity fund risks.
During the period under review, it came to APAC’s attention that due to auditors’ lack of knowledge of the industry and its legislative
framework, poor quality audits are performed which result in incorrect audit opinions being expressed. Two instances were noted
where the auditors provided no audit qualifications reports but the two agencies had trust shortages of R2.5 million and R430’000
respectively.
Due to the risk, APAC embarked on a special project in May 2016 with the assistance of an auditing firm to establish the current
exposure of the fidelity fund to possible farmers’ claims as a result of incorrect audit reports being submitted. APAC developed a limited
scope compliance audit report which was used over a 3-month period to perform the compliance audits at all fresh produce agencies.
The outcome of this project has thankfully not indicated an increase in exposure to risk, apart from the two cases mentioned above.
However, the following was noted:
o Trust account shortages of R580’839 and trust account surpluses of over R4.5 million. The trust shortages are small amounts
at 8 agencies and mainly due to commission being overdrawn. The trust surpluses were due to agencies who did not transfer their
commission on month end to their business account. Further investigation revealed that as some markets do not pay-over the daily
sales amounts on time, agents maintain the surplus to ensure they are able to daily pay their producers.
o The percentage commission deductions on sample transactions were found to be very high, compared to the industry norm.
Agencies indicated that additional labour was required for packaging purposes, which resulted in the commission being increased.
Agencies were cautioned that they can only increase commission if the producers agreed.
o Unclaimed monies not paid over after 200 days were noted and have since been paid to APAC.
o Some producers were not paid within 5 working days. In most instances, the producers required full consignment payments which
resulted in the non-compliance.
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3.1.11 INDEPENDENT REGULATORY BOARD OF AUDITORS (IRBA) ENGAGEMENT
In May 2016, the IRBA again declined our request to include us in their project plan to develop standards for auditors who audit agents.
This is despite several efforts on our part over the last two years. We have again submitted a formal proposal to the IRBA with evidence
of the John Bell Market Agency’s fraudulent auditor report. The IRBA has indicated it will consider our request in July 2017.

3.1.12 STOCK AUDITS
The need to perform the function of stock audits is one that grows from year to year. Apart from trust monies for fresh produce already
sold, produce still on the agency’s floor is the most valuable asset of a producer. Due to APAC’s regular stock audits and enforcing
immediate payment of stock shortages detected, over R1.1 million was paid in by agencies in the 2016/2017 financial year. One of
our stock audits resulted in an agency instituting criminal action against an agent for fraud. The court convicted the agent in March
2017, handing down a 5-year imprisonment sentence, of which three years are home arrest. The agent must also perform community
service for sixteen months.
Of ongoing concern is that some agencies and market authorities do not fully perform their responsibilities in conducting daily stock
audits. These daily stock audits not only verify the correctness of the stock on the trading floor, but also serve as a mechanism to:
o compare stock received (delivery notes) with stock captured
o quickly correct discrepencies detected
o identify slow moving stock
o value stock in transit compared to stock already on the floor
o avoid pilferage and fraud
o provide instant information of the value of the stock.
We continue to train market managers and stock auditers on incorrect stock audit procedures and how to investigate shortages or
surpluses. These 5 markets received training this year:
o Vereeniging market
o Port Elizabeth market
o East Londen market
o Springs market
o Cape Town market.
During the period under review, 4’894’350 units of fresh produce were counted. 72’271 units were short and surplus produce of
79’801 was detected. The shortage and surplus produce cannot be offset against each other: the shortages are mostly due to irregular
credit sales, while surplus produce is either a result of buyers not collecting produce or agents not capturing the new consignments on
the system in time.
The graph below shows the net surplus, shortages, late sales
and credit
sales for the 2016/2017 financial year.
Stock
Audits

Stock Audits
4 887 320 4 894 350

Stock
sheet

Counted

Shortage
(72 771)

79 801

17 664

Surplus

Credit
sales

19 276

5 053

5 400

2 739

Credit
Late sales Late sales Discards
sales
(Irregular)
(Irregular)

8 552

39 011

Delivered Sold not
not
removed
recorded (Surplus)
(Surplus)

48 687
Real
shortage
(39 068)

Real
Surplus
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When comparing the two previous financial years’ stock audits, we have noticed a new development: the growing volume of surplus
produce on markets.

Shortages

Surpluses

Legal credit
sales

Irregular
credit sales

Late sales

Irregular late
sales

2014/2015

50’763

52’102

38’534

17’688

3’403

4’839

2015/2016

14’538

98’772

32’172

19’813

11’033

278

2016/2017

72’771

79’801

17’664

19’276

5’053

5’400

Surplus produce on the markets is mostly due to produce procured but not yet removed by the buyer. Some buyers take more than 24
hours to remove the produce. This practice runs the risk of buyers pressuring agents to exchange the sold items for fresher produce. To
mitigte this risk, we engaged with Cape Town’s market to implement dedicated holding areas to store produce until buyers can collect
it. The produce held in this holding area also has proper documentation of the sales transactions to ensure validity.
Irregular credit sales are transactions that are only captured on the system once the buyer pays. This exposes the producer as the
amount captured on the system and the actual sales amount may differ. We observed that the produce most sold irregularly on credit
are potatoes, followed by tomatoes and onions.
In Uitenhage, we detected 11’660 bags of potatoes not captured on the system. Our investigation revealed that the produce had
already been sold as irregular credit sales. We instructed the agency, to capture the consignment correctly and pay over R250’000
into their trust account. The agency paid the producer but also informed us that it is closing. We have instituted a disciplinary hearing
against the agency.
It is observed that potatoes are the produce which is mostly sold iregular on credit, followed by tomatoes and onions. The concern
remains that irregular credit sales are transactions which is only captured on the system once the buyer pays and therefore exposing
the producer as the amount captured on the system and the actual sales amount may differ.
Stock audits are not only about verifying that the stock on the floor reconciles with the system report. We also use our investigations as
an opportunity to coach managers of agencies on better practices, for example:
o Some agency owners are not aware that their sales people have their own buyers’ cards or keep buyers’ cards to book other
buyers’ produce. One instance revealed a gate controller having a buyer’s card of which over R500’000 produce was procured
each month from the agency where he works.
o Unregistered agents selling to buyers.
o Fresh produce agencies being registered as suppliers on certain markets.
o Increased volume of cancelled sales transactions. This is especially of concern on markets where the agent can cancel a transaction
without it being investigated and approved by market management.
o Agents taking cash from buyers because buyers claim that cashiers steal their money when handing it over to them.
We are in the final stage of developing the interactive stock audit app which will ensure that stock counts are updated on the system as
they are counted. This will reduce the labour required to manually capture stock audits findings.

3.1.13 COMPLIANCE AUDITS
Compliance audits are conducted randomly to establish how well an agency is complying with the Act and the Rules. We also use them
as a tool to guide agencies to achieving full compliance.
As indicated above, we launched a special audit project to evaluate compliance between May and August 2016. Agencies that were
red flagged were further investigated. The outcomes revealed the following:
o Delayed deposits by markets
In several cases, markets did not deposit the daily sales amounts within 24 hours. This resulted in some agencies not being able to pay
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their producers within 5 working days. The matters were discussed with the respective markets to prevent future reoccurrence.
o Late payment of producers
Sample testing on specific farmers revealed that the reason for not paying within 5 working days were due to farmers insisting on being
paid for full consignments. This exposes the fidelity fund risk and the matter was taken up with the respective agencies.
o Market deposits paid into investment account
In one instance market deposits were paid into the agency’s investment account. Producer payments were then made from the investment
account. The agency was cautioned that this is not permitted in terms of the Act.
o Agencies investment accounts
Several agencies were investing trust money for fixed periods, which is not in accordance with the Act. Agencies were informed and
have rectified it.
o Double payments to farmers
One agency overpaid its producers and reflected the over payments as outstanding cheque payments. The agency was requested
to correct the over payments by transferring money from their business account to the trust account, as in effect the double payments
resulted in a trust shortage. This matter is still under investigation.
o Communication with producers
Some agencies could not provide evidence of weekly written reporting to producers. This practice makes them vulnerable if a producer
lodges a complaint about poor prices and discards not being communicated to them. The Act requires that agencies keep their records
for 3 years. We held a meeting with Freshmark Systems in February 2017 to establish a solution. Freshmark has since created an archive
facility where agencies can save their communications with producers.

3.1.14 INVESTIGATIONS
Our investigations contribute to producers and agents trusting us to objectively deal with alleged misconduct and to either take punitive
action or to inform the complainant that the agent acted within the Act and the Rules.

Complaints and investigations
Section 24 of the Act prescribes that Council may either of its own accord or as a result of a complaint institute an inspection and
investigation into the conduct of a fresh produce agent.
During the period under review we developed a formal complaint form to ensure we receive sufficient details about the complaint and
the required documentation, such as delivery notes. The form also indicates to the complainant that APAC is not an alternative tool for
a civil dispute.
Irrespective of the nature of the complaint, the following is always investigated:
o Reconciling delivery note information such as quantity, quality, date of delivery with system information;
o Price variations on same quality produce/consignments;
o Timeframe it took to sell the produce;
o Identity of the buyers;
o Checking if the agency also procured produce;
o Number of cancelled, reserved and deleted transactions;
o Proof of payment and weekly written communication;
o Obtaining discard notes from the health inspectors.
During the period under review, APAC investigated all 134 complaints that were lodged. It seems that increased producers’ awareness
about APAC has contributed to the escalation of complaints lodged, even though the majority of investigations did not conclude that a
prima facie case of misconduct existed.
90% of the complaints lodged were regarding not receiving payments. Our investigations revealed that in most instances poor
communication to producers about quality concerns, which either resulted in poor prices achieved or produce being discarded, created
the perception that payments were due to producers. Currently the Rules require that agents report weekly to their producers on the
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volume of sold and unsold produce. This period is too long as it does not provide timely information to producers to establish whether
they should move their produce to another market/agency or whether further consignments should be delivered.
21 investigations revealed poor prices which could not be justified by the agencies and resulted in producers’ ex gratia payments to
the value of R1’368’788.
We received an increase in complaints against the conduct of export agents and livestock agents in the period under review. The value
of 3 export complaints lodged was in excess of R38 million. Unfortunately, until the amended Act is promulgated, producers in the
livestock, game and export industry will remain exposed as APAC currently does not have the legal mandate to properly investigate
these complaints or to take disciplinary action.
APAC attended a meeting called by the Red Meat Producers Organisation (RPO) on 7 March 2017. Also present were the DAFF and
the SAPS. At this meeting, the RPO expressed concern with the number of auctions conducted by unregistered livestock agents. It was
revealed that SAPS stock theft unit was not aware that the Act allows the police to investigate if auctions are conducted by registered
agents. Further meetings will be held with the SAPS to establish if this can be used as an alternative tool until the amended Act is made
law.

3.1.15 WHISTLE-BLOWERS
We continue to receive information from whistle-blowers, which we use to determine if the evidence could lead to the prosecution of
an agent. Most complainants want to remain anonymous, however, which makes it difficult to obtain further information. Often the
information that we do receive is too vague to properly guide us in terms of what should be investigated.

3.1.16 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN PROVIDING SERVICES
We continue to receive complaints about unregistered export and livestock agents. As the Act is a criminal act, requiring proof beyond
a reasonable doubt, we are seldom able to bring them to book especially as complainants do not want to be named. Producers
contacted about unregistered agents express reluctance to be involved in our investigations.
The amended Act will assist us to deal with this as it requires a lesser burden of proof. Meanwhile, we will continue with awareness
campaigns to inform producers about the risks of doing business with unregistered agents and without entering into a service level
agreement.

3.1.17 DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS AND COURT APPLICATIONS
Disciplinary hearings and court applications brought against an agency or individual within the agency are actions of last resort. When
considering which matters to pursue, we take into account the severity of the matter and the failure to respect remedial and punitive
actions aimed at assisting the agency or individual to comply with the Act and Rules.

Disciplinary Hearings
During the period under review APAC held
7 disciplinary hearings and concluded
3 investigations which will appear before
the Tribunal in June 2017. The main source
and most effective mechanism of detecting
severe irregularities remain stock audits and
compliance audits.
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Date of disciplinary
hearing
12 April 2016
13 April 2016
5 July 2016
4 July 2016

- Trust account shortage

- The accused’s fidelity fund certificates
were withdrawn.
- They were fined R80’000 and must
contribute R330’000 towards APAC’s
legal costs.

- Unregistered agent trading

- Matter was internally investigated by the
agency and handed over to APAC.
- APAC’s investigation revealed stock
shortages and cash sales on surplus
produce.

- Stock shortages which revealed that Mr
Louw sold produce unlawfully on credit
and also took R15’000 for personal use.

- Mr Swanepoel’s fidelity fund certificate
was withdrawn, but suspended for 2
years. He was fined R10’000 and must
contribute R10’000 towards APAC’s legal
costs.
- Mr Beetge was fined R50’000 of which
R35’00 was suspended and he must
contribute R10’000 towards APAC’s legal
costs.
- Mr Swanepoel and Mr Beetge must pay
R1’350 respectively to DW Fresh Market
Agency.
- Mr Louw’s fidelity fund certificate was
withdrawn. He was fined R50’000 and
must contribute towards the taxed legal
costs.

1 March 2017

- Created a fictitious statement of sales of
- Matter was postponed to 6 June 2017 to
which the produce was either not sold yet, grant Mr Maoko the opportunity to obtain
or sold at lower amounts.
legal representation.
- Taken into consideration previous
disciplinary hearings held regarding
- Non-submission of the interim and annual the same non-compliance, the fidelity
audit reports.
fund certificate was withdrawn and Ms
Samuels must contribute towards taxed
legal costs.

1 March 2017

1 March 2017
postponed to 2 March 2017
6 June 2017

Name/s of accused
Mr GM Bower
Mr T Vereyne
Mr J Vereyne

- Mr Bower’s fidelity fund certificate was
withdrawn, but suspended for 3 years.
- The outstanding fee and fidelity fund
contribution had to be paid immediately.
- Fined R10’000 and must contribute
R30’000 towards APAC’s legal costs.

Ms F Samuels

Mr WL Louw

- Non-submission of audit report
- Not paying the annual fee or fidelity
fund contribution
- Stock shortages
- Producers not paid in 5 working days
- Creating fictitious sales notes

Ms H Brandt

Mr DM Maoko

Mr W Swanepoel
Mr P Beetge

Name of Fresh
Produce Agency
Waspe
DW Fresh
Botha Roodt
Pretoria

Outcome of
disciplinary
hearing

Samuels and
Sons

AM Meyer

John Bell

Name of Fresh
Produce Market
Uitenhage
Durban
Tshwane
Tshwane

Charges

Impala

7

6

5

4

3

Springs

2

Kimberley

1

Vereeniging

Nr

Details follow in the table below:

- Cancelled a sales transaction after
which the produce was booked for a lower amount and the balance of the money
was used to book stock shortages.

- As Ms Brandt’s fidelity fund certificate
has lapsed, it could not be withdrawn. She
was fined R10’000 and must contribute
towards taxed legal costs.
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Court Applications
During a compliance audit conducted at John Bell Market agency, trust shortages in excess of R2.5 million were discovered. Due to
the seriousness, an urgent court application was obtained on 13 March 2016 to restrain the agency from trading until the disciplinary
hearing could be held in July 2016.

Pending Disciplinary Hearings at the end of 2016/2017
At the end of the period under review, three investigations were completed with disciplinary hearings scheduled for June 2017. Below
is additional information pertaining to the cases:

Nr

Name of
Fresh
Produce
Market

Name of
Fresh
Produce
Agency

1

Durban

Wenpro KZN

2

Springs

Wenpro
Springs

Mr A Sewnath

July 2017

- Permitting 4 unregistered agents to trade without a
fidelity fund certificate.
- Agency open for trade on 4 April 2017 without a
fidelity fund certificate.

3

Johannesburg

Catu Fresh

Mr KG
Nedzanani

June 2017

- Non-submission of audit reports and trust reconciliations.

Name/s of
accused

Date of
disciplinary
hearing

Charges

Mr A Sewnath
Permitting an unregistered agent to trade without a
12 April 2016
Mr A Maharaj
fidelity fund certificate.

Criminal Cases
One criminal case was concluded in the current financial year and one new criminal case was opened in September 2016. Details
are below:

Nr

Name of
Fresh
Produce
Market

Name of
Fresh
Produce
Agency

Name/s of
accused

Date of
disciplinary
hearing

Mr Botha created fictitious sales notes to justify stock
shortages and he created a supplier with his bank details.
30 November In March 2017 the court found Mr Botha guilty and he
2015
received a five-year prison sentence, of which three years
are home arrest and he must perform community service
for sixteen months.

1

Durban

RSA

Mr D Botha

2

Durban

John Bell
Market
Agency

Mr T Vereyne
Mr J Vereyne

5 July 2016

Charges

Due to the theft of R2.5 million trust money, a criminal
case was opened in September 2016 at the SAPS
Durban.

3.1.18 CLAIMS RECEIVED
In June 2016, an audit of the trust account of John Bell Market Agency reflected a trust shortage of R2’5 million.
Seven producers put in claims, which were investigated and approved in the amount of R1.4 million.
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One claim is pending for consideration. This concerns 36 palettes of apples delivered to Durban Market, for which a market goods
received note (GRN) was generated on the system. However, the agency did not confirm receiving it. We are currently waiting for
an affidavit from the truck driver in this regard. Of concern is that the GRN note generated on the system, “disappeared” and there is
currently no audit trail on it.

3.1.19 LEGAL FINES AND FEES
If an agent has been found guilty at a disciplinary hearing, the tribunal may impose a fine and order the agent to contribute to the costs
incurred by the Council in connection with the hearing in terms of section 26 of the Act.
In the period under review R620’194 was received for fines and contributions relating to 2015/2016 disciplinary hearings. For the
current year, agents are currently paying off a total of R495’239. We are of the view that the large amounts awarded in favour of APAC
serve as a warning for improper conduct.
The table below provides an overview of legal fees and fines received for the past four years, which has resulted in a positive injection
into the fidelity fund.

Financial year

Legal fees and contributions received

2013/2014

R309’927

2014/2015

R407’085

2015/2016

R720’672

2016/2017

R620’194

Total

R2’057’878

3.1.20 ACCESS TO AGENCY INFORMATION
Previously it was extremely difficult to investigate complaints due to the unavailability of system-generated data. Since 2014, Freshmark
Systems have assisted us greatly in customising reports used for investigations, compliance audits and stock audits. Other markets
considering implementing their own market systems in future have also engaged with us to ensure their new systems will be able to
provide the required reports. We will continue to engage with Freshmark and markets on system-generated reports as industry trends
change bringing shifts in focus to other areas requiring closer monitoring.

3.1.21 MARKET INTERVENTIONS
Market interventions and providing assistance to market management has become one of the additional APAC responsibilities. This is
mainly due to poor communication between agents and their market managers or to a lack of support available to market managers.
Note that this is not an APAC function, but it directly influences our regulatory performance.
During the year, we had an increase in requests to intervene with market managers (23 instances) regarding not paying agents within
24 hours. In one instance, the market had repeatedly paid agencies between 5 to 7 days.
Other assistance we provided was regarding the following:
o Servers that had broken due to poor maintenance of IT system and technology
o Sorting out network problems
o Managing the conduct of certain problematic agents
o Reviewing stock audit policies
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o
o

Providing guidance on speculators on markets
Clarity on conflict of interest.

3.1.22 ONLINE LEARNING
It is compulsory for new agencies owners and sales personnel to first enrol and pass the online learning programme before their
applications for registration will be considered.
The online learning is divided into the three categories of agents and each consists of four modules with an exam, which incorporates
the following aspects:
o
o
o
o
o

The common law pertaining to the relationship between an agent and his or her principal
The Agricultural Produce Agents Act, Act 12 of 1992
The Rules for fresh produce agents
The Rules for export agents
The Rules for livestock agents.

Despite some initial resistance, the online training has proved to be an effective mechanism. Agents have indicated that these courses
are more detailed than the previous Comsell courses and better assist them to understand the Act and the Rules. Some existing registered
export agents have also started to enrol their staff, which is not a compulsory requirement at this stage.
During the period under review, 94 trainees enrolled and achieved a pass rate of above 75%:

Agents

Gender

TOTAL

Male

Female

Fresh produce agents

73

65

8

Export agents

16

9

7

Livestock agents

5

3

2

94

77

17

Total

Agents

Race

TOTAL

African

Coloured

White

Fresh produce agents

73

16

1

56

Export agents

16

0

1

15

Livestock agents

5

1

0

4

94

17

2

76

Total

We believe that for the first time agents have the correct training tool to broaden their knowledge to ensure compliance. We need to
ensure that next year we start to roll out the training programme to existing registered agents who need to expand their knowledge.
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3.1.23 PRODUCERS’ MANUAL
During the period under review, we continued to use the producer manual developed in the previous financial year at farmer days and
other related events. The manual aims to assist producers to identify key areas producers should monitor and enforce or report to APAC.

3.1.24 STOCK AUDIT TRAINING
Stock on the market floor is the very reason for fresh produce markets’ existence. APAC therefore embarked on a special project to
educate market management (and those responsible for stock control on the market) on best stock audit practices. The aim of the
project was two-fold: to explain the theory behind the stock audit process within the ambit of the Act, and obtain a physical count and
reconciliation of the results from the audit.
During the year under review we successfully provided training on the following markets:
• Cape Town Fresh Produce Market
• Port Elizabeth Fresh Produce Market
• Vereeniging Fresh Produce Market
• Springs Fresh Produce Market
• East Londen Fresh Produce Market.

3.1.25 UNCLAIMED MONIES
According to Rule 33.5, all producer monies that are unclaimed for more than 200 days should be paid to the Council.
Agents remain sluggish in paying over the money after the prescribed period, which might be due to the interest that is earned on the
unclaimed monies. We therefore continue to closely monitor agencies’ trust reconciliations to ensure we timely identify and follow up
unclaimed monies to be paid over. The roll-out of the system-generated trust reconciliation will also alleviate our responsibility to follow
up on the pay over of unclaimed monies.
The graph below indicates the value of unclaimed monies over the past seven years. We believe that the decrease in unclaimed monies
received since 2013 is attributed to our ongoing efforts in producer awareness campaigns, through various mediums, on how to
correctly complete their delivery notes to ensure they receive their money.

Unclaimed Monies
R250 000

R200 000

R150 000

R100 000

R50 000
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2011

2012

2013

2014

2015
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We continued to use various mediums to try to trace farmers. However, during the period under review only 5 producers claimed their
money.

3.1.26 TRANSFORMATION
Even though APAC’s core function is to regulate the agent occupation, we strive within our limited Act enablers and resources to drive
systematic transformation initiatives. We have identified 8 elements as driving forces of systematic transformation initiatives which
guided our action during the period under review:
Purpose –
APAC has the core function of effectively regulating and enhancing the agent based system of trading in
		
agricultural produce.
Function –
APAC may only act within the ambit of the Act.
Activities –
These are prescribed by the Act and elaborated by the Rules. All new activities depend on amendments to the
		
Act and Rules.
Programme –
Monitoring the current status of transformation at agencies with reference to the AgriBEE Sector Codes.
Structure –
Ensuring representation at various decision-making platforms and committees.
Strategy –
Establishing how we can achieve the goals with strategic partners.
Relationships – Leveraging relationships through various platforms (AgriBEE Charter Council, Project Rebirth, PMA career
		
fairs, etc).
Communication – Using various mediums to communicate regulatory requirements and submit status reports to Council.
We therefore continue:
o to attend and render assistance to the AgriBEE Charter Council to establish and implement transformation initiatives
o with the internship programme as an entrepreneurial opportunity, on three levels:
obtaining funding from the AgriSeta to place interns at various agencies
obtaining interns from DAFF to place at identified agencies
encouraging agencies to self-fund interns
o to request AgriBEE compliance level from any new agencies that register, and encourage them to comply with the AgriBEE
Sector Code
o to encourage agencies to register and report their BBBEE scoring on the AgriBEE portal
o to conduct our annual survey to monitor and report to Council and DAFF on transformation
o to provide coaching and an administrative course to existing BEE agencies to ensure that they thrive in their businesses
o to engage with the Institute of Market Agents (IMASA) to identify additional initiatives that will assist in transforming the industry. In
November 2016, IMASA indicated that they are currently establishing their own initiatives after which they will engage with APAC
for assistance.

3.1.27 CURRENT STATUS ON TRANSFORMATION
Of the 21 BEE agencies registered with APAC, 19 experienced significant growth if we compare their gross sales turnover of 2012 to
2016. The table below reflects the increase in 5 categories.

Increase in gross sales turnover 2012-2016

Number of BEE agencies

Less than R1 million

6

Less than R7 million

6

Less than R30 million

2

Less than R40 million

1

Less than R135 million

4

The most significant growth in sales turnover are in BEE agencies situated on larger fresh produce markets, which provide additional
support and coaching to the agencies.
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Three BEE agencies’ gross sales have significantly decreased. In one instance, the owner had health concerns which might have
attributed to the decrease in sales.
in October 2016, we conducted a survey to establish the current status on transformation, which is reflected in the table below.

Increase in gross sales turnover 2012-2016

Number of BEE agencies

Registered agencies in October 2016

96

Exempt agencies (turnover is <R10 million)

64

Qualifying Small Entities (need to comply with only 5 of the 7 levels)

28

Large agencies (excluded from above)

4

Provide their BEE scoring

33

Contribute towards the Skills Development Levy (SDL) (only compulsory if salaries paid are
>R500’000)

48

Submit Employment Equity (EE) Plans to the Department of Labour (Only compulsory if
employing more than 50 employees or turnover is >R6 million)

33

Agencies were requested to submit copies of their BEE certificates which reflected the following:

Level - BEE Scoring

Number of Agencies on level

Level 1

1

Level 2

4

Level 3

2

Level 4

14

Level 5

3

Level 6

3

3.2 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2 – IDENTIFY AND RECOMMEND PROPOSED 		
		 AMENDMENTS TO THE ACT AND THE RULES
The current process to amend the Rules for the three categories of agents started in 2013. Various stumbling blocks have been removed
since the start of this process and we are happy to report on the following progress made during the current year.

3.2.1 AMENDMENTS TO THE ACT
APAC has been in existence in its present form since 1993 with the promulgation of the Act. The Act effectively regulates fresh produce
agents by creating a framework for ethical trading in terms of prescribing certain procedures to safeguard producers’ fresh produce.
However, the Act only prescribes that export, livestock and game agents must be registered with APAC which does not provide the
legislative framework to investigate or take action against unscrupulous behaviour.
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The Act amendments were drafted before 2014, but the process of obtaining approval from Parliament has been very slow. This is
despite the growing urgency to implement the amended Act as producers’ complaints increase and stakeholders take their concerns to
social media platforms.
With this in mind, we held a meeting with the Deputy Director General of DAFF, Ms Alexander, on 11 March 2017. Ms Alexander
committed to ensuring the amended Act is approved by the DG Cluster in order to submit it to the Cabinet Committee. We will continue
to monitor the progress.

LIVESTOCK AGENTS RULES
Proposed amendments to the Rules were concluded and submitted for consideration to the DAFF. Even though amendments to the Act
are required to effectively regulate and discipline transgressors, the current amendments will provide the building block towards this.

EXPORT AGENTS RULES
Proposed amendments to the Rules were concluded and submitted for consideration to the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries.

FRESH PRODUCE AGENTS RULES
On 20 May 2016, the amended Rules were submitted to stakeholders for comment. Two workshops were held with industry stakeholders
on 5 October 2016 and 5 April 2017, which resulted in further adjustments. When the Competition Commission has concluded its
findings on practices such as product reservations, late sales and credit sales, the draft Rules will be submitted for approval to the DAFF.

3.3 OBJECTIVE 3 – INCREASE APAC’S GEOGRAPHICAL FOOTPRINT
APAC has initiated many regulatory measures over the years, with the aim of detecting and rectifying non-compliance efficiently. To
build further momentum, we identified the need to develop a national footprint as a way of:
o Increasing the number of preventive activities performed by APAC, such as stock audits and compliance audits;
o Strengthening the relationship with agents and market personnel by having an APAC person regularly available to provide
guidance on legislative aspects;
o Easing the process of identifying and educating producers on the legislative aspects agents have to fulfil.
In the period under review, we identified and implemented a few initiatives to kick start the development of our national footprint. These
are discussed elsewhere in this report and include:
• Training market personnel to effectively conduct stock audits and investigate the outcome in accordance with the requirements of
the Act and the Rules; and
• Developing the portal for trust reconciliation submissions which will be used for future system developments, such as online
registrations.
Sponsorship by Potatoes SA had significantly assisted us to increase the number of stock audits conducted and additional compliance
audits. However, obtaining more funding will remain a key factor to successfully implementing the national footprint. We will continue
to engage with industry stakeholders to persuade them to focus on local produce that has been declined for export use, and not only
exclusively on export produce.

3.4 OBJECTIVE 4 – DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A COMMUNICATION AND
AWARENESS STRATEGY
Continued public awareness is important to safeguard producers, buyers and agents. Our campaigns aim to increases producers’
knowledge about APAC, their expectations of agents, and to guide agents to fulfil their fiduciary duties as prescribed by the Act.
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APAC communicates our message through television, our website, social media, magazines and farmers’ days. We saved an estimated
R300’000 in marketing exposure as we do not outsource the writing of articles and pamphlets, business cards, banners and posters.
We also always negotiate free or reduced costs to place articles, business cards and exhibit at events.
The table below details all the communication and awareness initiatives and activities during the year:

ACTIVITY

APAC website

Farmer days

FOCUS AREA

ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS
This platform serves as a comprehensive information portal which is updated
with:
• Agency and agent registrations
• Disciplinary hearings
• Trust reconciliation and audit report submissions
• Agencies’ financial standing
• Newsletters
• Business plans
• Annual reports
• Codes of Best Practice
• Service level agreements
• etc
DAFF has identified an alternative vehicle to provide training to small-scale
farmers by training the lecturers of Agri-Colleges who can then train farmers.
On 11 July 2016 APAC trained the lecturers on important aspects that directly
impact the producer in respect of:
• the risks of doing business with unregistered agents
• ensuring farmers are aware that they should be paid within 5 working days
• receiving communication in writing that reflects detailed sales transactions
• different types of sales transactions
• correct procedures regarding discarding produce.

Producers
Agents

Producers

In collaboration with DAFF, we made presentations to small-scale farmers in:
o Brakpan (Withok)
o Benoni (Putfontein)
o Vosloorus
o Pietermaritzburg
o Durban
o Limpopo.

Articles

We published articles in various industry related magazines, which included:
o Farmers Weekly
o AgriSA
o SA Fruit Journal
o Farmlink
o Veeplaas
o Landbou Weekblad
o Tomato News
o Farmlink
o FarmBiz
o Undercover Farming
o SA Grain Nampo
o Wildsplaas
o Game and Hunt
o SA Studbreeder
o Marktoe
o Plaastoe
o Fruit and Veg.

Producers
Agents

Topics covered in these articles included:
• Who is APAC?
• Functions performed by APAC
• Are you acting as an agent?
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ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS
The agricultural agents’ environment
Lending a hand to expand your enterprise
Are you insured by the Fidelity Fund?
Building a relationship with your agent to help grow your farm
A peek into the world of agricultural agents
Export agents trading as local fresh produce agents
Do you have a service level agreement with your export agent?

FOCUS AREA

Articles

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

APAC agent magazine

The aim of the annual magazine is provide stakeholders with an overall view of
APAC. During the period under review the following was covered:
• The APAC journey
• Details about the Council and sub-committees
• What APAC’s responsibilities are
• Where the national fresh produce markets are located and the agencies
operating on them
• Producers’ responsibilities
• Promising of prices
• Purpose of the fidelity fund
• Organisational highlights.

Producers
Agents

Newsletters

Newsletters covering a vast spectrum of topics were distributed using
Technofresh, which reaches more than 6 000 producers.

Producers
Agents

Business cards

Business cards were published in Farmers Weekly, FarmBiz, AgriFood, Tomato
News, AgriSA, Veeplaas, SA Fruit Journal, SA Fruit and Veg, Game and Hunt,
Wildsplaas.

Producers

Fresh Produce Exporters Forum
(FPEF) and South
Africa Federation
of Livestock Agents
(SAFLA)

We continued with awareness campaigns to ensure all export agents and
livestock agents are registered with APAC. We requested the Citrus Growers
Association, Hortgro, Subtrops and South African Table Grape Industry to
inform their producers that it is compulsory for their export agents to also
register as local fresh produce agents. We have since had an increase in new
applications from export agents.

Producers
Agents

TV and radio interviews

Interviews were held with the Registrar on Groot Ontbyt as well as RSG and
Landbou radio.

APAC contact list
booklet

The booklet contains all the registered fresh produce agents’ contact details and
logos. It was designed as a marketing tool for registered agents at farmer days.

Producers

Exhibitions

APAC exhibited during the 2016/2017 year at the following events:
• PMA Career Fair (University of Pretoria)
• PMA Fresh Connections
• Undercover Farming Expo

Producer
Agents
Students

Facebook

Our Facebook page is updated regularly with interesting information aimed at
showcasing APAC and creating awareness as well as relationship building.

Producer
Agent
Students
Buyers

Producers
Agents

3.5 OBJECTIVE 5 – MAINTAIN PRUDENT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES WITHIN THE AMBIT OF THE ACT
As a regulatory body that focuses much of its attention on agencies’ practicing sound financial management, it is essential that our own
financial practices reflect the same. During the period under review we continued to ensure effective financial management is achieved
through our finance strategy that focuses on consistency, accountability, transparency and integrity.
For 23 consecutive years APAC has achieved a no audit qualification report. We also continue to ensure other financial targets are
achieved such as:
o Debt management target of less than 7%. We need to be cash liquid and as debt free as possible to have to be able to perform
our regulatory activities and additional initiatives. Despite the legal responsibility on agencies to pay the annual fee and the fidelity
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o
o
o

o
o

fund contribution, we are obliged to repeatedly contact certain agencies to exact payment within the timeframe stipulated by the
Rules.
The fidelity fund has grown from R23’ 681’981 in 2011 to R34’762’147 in 2017. Even though we are not yet at the R40 million
target recommended by the Actuary Report, our efforts reflect the ability to achieve this in the coming years.
In January 2017, we reviewed all agencies’ guarantees. We requested 21 agencies to increase their guarantees. This is to ensure
that we do not deplete the fidelity fund for expenses related to investigations, disciplinary hearings and payment of farmers’ claims.
We also investigated the possibility of obtaining insurance for the fidelity fund. The aim was to establish if it would be viable to
insure certain parts of claims, such as where we pay for claims below R2 million and the remainder is paid by the insurer.
Quotations with various insurance scenarios were obtained from three insurance companies. The conclusion was that the annual
insurance fee compared to our current producers’ claim history does not make it a feasible option.
In October 2016, we reviewed the capital investments to ensure the best return on investment is received. Interest earned in 2017
was R2’342’108. This is R949’386 more than the 2013 figure of R1’391’722.
We remain vigilant about wasteful expenditure. We compare the quotations of various suppliers before procuring items or services.
This year we again spent less than than budgeted.
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4
SECTION FOUR

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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4. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
4.1 COUNCIL AND SUB-COMMITTEES
APAC ensures that it fulfils its statutory regulatory mandate by having due regard to the principles of responsible decision making,
fairness, transparency, accountability and effective leadership. This is achieved through the Council and its sub-committees, which
provide overall guidance on the strategy to fulfil the Act’s objectives, business planning and related affairs of APAC.
The functions of the Council are clearly defined in the Act. They are to:
•
formulate policies
•
establish Rules and codes of conduct
•
take steps as it may deem necessary to achieve its objectives
•
control the registration of fresh produce, export and livestock agents
•
administer the fresh produce agents’ fidelity fund
•
regulate the fresh produce agents’ trust accounts
•
make grants with regard to research in fields of activities relevant to the business of agents
•
make grants towards the maintenance and promotion of the standard of conduct of agents
•
make grants towards the maintenance and promotion of the training standards of agents
•
advertise and promote its services.
The Council consists of 18 members, appointed by the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. An individual’s term may not
exceed three years; however, they are eligible for re-appointment by the Minister.
APAC sub-committees consist of the Executive Committee, Transformation Committee, Audit and Remuneration Committee, Ad Hoc
Committee, Export Agents Committee, Livestock Agents Committee and Fresh Produce Agents Committee.

Council

Audit and
Remuneration
Committee

Executive
Committee

Ad Hoc
Committee

Transformation
Committee

Agent
Committee

Fresh
Produce
Agents

Export
Agents

Livestock
Agents
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COUNCIL

Mr TD van Zyl

Mrs L Pretorius

Mrs S Nel

Mr JR Heinlein

Fresh Produce Producer
(Chairperson)
Term ends: 4 March 2017
Tel: (015) 395 8200/04
Fax: N/A
Email: tdvanzyl@zz2.co.za

Registrar
Term ends: N/A
Tel: (011) 894 3680
Fax: (011) 894 3761
Email: lizel@apacweb.org.za

Deputy Registrar
Term ends: N/A
Tel: (011) 894 3680
Fax: (011) 894 3761
Email: stephanie.nel@
apacouncil.co.za

Fresh Produce Producer
Term ends: 5 March 2018
Tel: (014) 767 1331
Fax: N/A
Email: jr@sirkel-n.co.za/
sirkeln@sirkel-n.co.za

Dr PW Prinsloo

Mr J Minnaar

MR C Troskie

Mr WJ Meyer

Livestock Producer
Term ends: 5 March 2018
Tel: (045) 839 5990
Fax: (045) 839 5370
Email: N/A

Livestock Agent
Term ends: 5 March 2018
Tel: (012) 460 2054
Fax: N/A
Email: minnaarjohan@
webmail.co.za

Livestock Agent
Term ends: 4 March 2017
Tel:
(041) 368 8718
Fax: N/A
Email: ctroskie@cmwcorporate.
co.za

Livestock Agent
Term ends: 4 March 2017
Tel:
(017) 819 1106
Fax: N/A
Email: wessel@vleissentraal.
co.za

Ms KP Motlogeloa

Dr BRM Ngcobo

Mrs HJ Wilken

Mr NA Mbokane

Designated
Term ends: 5 March 2019
Tel: N/A
Fax: N/A
Email: baiphetlo.consultancy@
gmail.com
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Designated
Term ends: 5 March 2019
Tel: (033) 392 2490
Fax: N/A
Email: pholoba@live.co.za
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Consumer
Term ends: 5 March 2019
Tel: (012) 347 4998
Fax: N/A
Email: ina@finbond.co.za

Consumer
Term ends: 5 March 2019
Tel: (021) 000 0073
Fax: 086 586 1624
Email: nkosanam@
technochangesolutions.com

Mr U Rhoda

Mr A Vos

Ms TE Fredericks

Mr W Clack

Fresh Produce Agent
Term ends: 5 March 2018
Tel: (021) 531 8865
Fax: N/A
Email: rma2@vodamail.co.za
rhodasmarketagency.co.za

Fresh Produce Agent
Term ends: 5 March 2019
Tel: (012) 460 9910
Fax: (012) 460 9911
Email: alinda@subtropico.
co.za

Fresh Produce Agent
Term ends: 5 March 2018
Tel: (012) 326 9226
Fax: N/A
Email: theresa@dwfresh.co.za

Mr N van Staden

MR M Jensen

Mr AH van den Ende

Export Agent
Term ends: 4 March 2017
Tel: (021) 863 6300
Fax: N/A
Email: nico@corefruit.co.za

Export Agent
Term ends: 5 March 2018
Tel: (041) 581 0886/7
Fax: (041) 581 0375
Email: mjensen@safpro.net

Livestock Producer
Term ends: 4 March 2017
Tel: (012) 433 9433
Fax: N/A
Email: wclack@unisa.ac.za

Export Agent
Term ends: 5 March 2019
Tel: N/A
Fax: N/A
Email: andrevde1@gmail.com

Mr LS Manthata

Department of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries
Term ends: 5 March 2018
Tel: (012) 319 8208
Fax: N/A
Email: stanfordm@daff.gov.za
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The table below provides insight into the various meetings held during the period under review.

Attendance at
Attendance
Attendance
Exco Meetings
at Council
at Ad Hoc
25 May 2016,
Meeting
Meeting
13 July 2016, 30
20 July
12 April
November 2016,
2016
2016
28 March 2017

Attendance at Audit
& Remuneration
Meeting
25 May 2016
13 July 2016

Council
Members

Capacity

End of
Term

Mr TD Van Zyl

Chairperson
Fresh Produce
Producer

4 March
2017

1/1
Chair

4/4
Chair

1/1

1/1

Ms L Pretorius

Registrar – Ex
Officio

Permanent

1/1

4/4

1/1

1/1

Ms S Nel

Deputy
Registrar - Ex
Officio

Permanent

1/1

4/4

Mr JR Heinlein

Fresh Produce
Producer

5 March
2018

1/1

Mr PM Botha

Fresh Produce
Agent

4 March
2015

1/1

3/3

Mr A Vos

Fresh Produce
Agent

5 March
2018

Appointed on
13/10/2016

2/2

Ms TE
Fredericks

Fresh Produce
Agent

4 March
2017

1/1

3/4^

Mr U Rhoda

Fresh Produce
Agent

5 March
2018

1/1

Mr WJ Clack

Livestock
Producer

4 March
2017

1/1

Mr PW
Prinsloo

Livestock
Producer

5 March
2018

0/1

Mr C Troskie

Livestock
Agent

4 March
2017

0/1^

Mr WJ Meyer

Livestock
Agent

4 March
2017

1/1

Mr J Minnaar

Livestock
Agent

5 March
2018

1/1

4/4

Mr NJ Van
Staden

Export Agent

4 March
2017

1/1

4/4

Mr M Jensen

Export Agent

5 March
2018

1/1

Mr LS
Manthata

Department
Of Agriculture, Forestry
And Fisheries

5 March
2018

1/1

^ Apologies received for non-attendance
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1/1

1/1

1/1

4/4

4/4

1/1

1/1

The following 6 New Council Members were appointed on 13 October 2016 for a 3-year term. To familiarise the new members with
APAC activities, they attended the Exco meeting held on 30 November 2016.

Council member

Representing

Attendance at Exco meeting on
30 November 2016

Mr A Vos

Fresh Produce Agents

X

Mr AH van den Ende

Export Agents

X

Ms KP Motlogeloa

Designated by Minister

X

Dr BRM Ngcobo

Designated by Minister

X

Mr NA Mbokane

Consumers

X

Ms HJ Wilken

Consumers

Apology
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Office:
Benvista Office Park, Unit 5, Edgar street, Jansen Park, East Rand
Postal Address:
Suite number 69
Private Bag X 9
East Rand
1462
Contact Number:
011 – 894 3680
Fax Number:
011 – 894 3761
Website:
www.apacweb.org.za
E-mail:
lizel@apacweb.org.za
Auditor:
Mr J. Droskie
Registered Accountant & Auditor
Bankers:
Nedbank
Investec
Bidvest
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